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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a simultaneous local binary feature learning and encoding (SLBFLE) approach for both

homogeneous and heterogeneous face recognition. Unlike existing hand-crafted face descriptors such as local binary pattern (LBP)

and Gabor features which usually require strong prior knowledge, our SLBFLE is an unsupervised feature learning approach which

automatically learns face representation from raw pixels. Unlike existing binary face descriptors such as the LBP, discriminant face

descriptor (DFD), and compact binary face descriptor (CBFD) which use a two-stage feature extraction procedure, our SLBFLE jointly

learns binary codes and the codebook for local face patches so that discriminative information from raw pixels from face images of

different identities can be obtained by using a one-stage feature learning and encoding procedure. Moreover, we propose a coupled

simultaneous local binary feature learning and encoding (C-SLBFLE) method to make the proposed approach suitable for

heterogenous face matching. Unlike most existing coupled feature learning methods which learn a pair of transformation matrices for

each modality, we exploit both the common and specific information from heterogeneous face samples to characterize their underlying

correlations. Experimental results on six widely used face datasets including the LFW, YouTube Face (YTF), FERET, PaSC, CASIA

VIS-NIR 2.0, and Multi-PIE datasets are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods.

Index Terms—Face recognition, heterogeneous face matching, feature learning, binary feature, compact feature, biometrics

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

FACE recognition is a classical and representative com-
puter vision problem, and a variety of face recognition

algorithms have been proposed in the literature [2], [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. Generally, there are two impor-
tant procedures for a practical face recognition system: face
representation and face matching. Face representation aims
to extract discriminative feature descriptors to make face
images/videos more separable, and face matching is to
design effective classifiers/models to differentiate different
face samples. Practical face recognition systems are usually
affected by many variations such as occlusions, poses, illu-
minations, expressions and resolutions, which usually cause
large intra-class variations. Hence, how to obtain robust face
representations which are invariant and robust to many
real-world variations is key challenge in face recognition
systems. Existing face representation methods can be

mainly classified into two categories: holistic feature repre-
sentation [2], [3] and local feature representation [5], [12].
Representative holistic feature representation methods
include principal component analysis (PCA) [2] and linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) [3], and typical local feature
descriptors are local binary pattern (LBP) [5] and Gabor fea-
tures [12]. While many face descriptors have been proposed
in the literature [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], most of them are
hand-crafted and usually require strong prior knowledge to
design. Moreover, some of them are computationally expen-
sive, which may limit their practical applications.

Feature learning has been successfully applied for face rec-
ognition. For example, Cao et al. [13] presented a learning-
based (LE) feature representation method by applying the
bag-of-word (BoW) framework. Hussain et al. [14] proposed
a local quantized pattern (LQP) and Lei et al. [15] proposed a
discriminant face descriptor (DFD) method to learn LBP-like
features. Sun et al. [16] proposed a deep convolutional neural
networks method to learn face representations. However,
most of them learn real-valued face feature descriptors. For
face recognition, binary features are more robust to local
changes in face images because small variations caused by
varying expressions and illuminations can be eliminated by
quantized binary codes.

In this paper, we propose a simultaneous local binary
feature learning and encoding (SLBFLE) method for face
recognition. Fig. 1 illustrates the basic idea of our proposed
approach. Motivated by the fact that local binary features
are robust to local changes such as varying illuminations
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and expressions [5], [17], we aim to learn compact binary
codes directly from raw pixels for face representation.
Unlike previous binary feature descriptors such as LBP and
discriminant face descriptor [15] which use a two-stage fea-
ture extraction approach, our proposed SLBFLE jointly learns
binary codes and the codebook for feature encoding over local
face patches so that discriminative information from raw pix-
els in face images of different identities can be jointly learned
with a one-stage procedure. These local face patches used for
training are extracted from different regions of the face image
to ensure all variations of local patches are utilized. For each
local patch, the pixel difference vectors (PDVs) are extracted
to provide representative information of edges and line pat-
terns which are suitable for simultaneous binary code and
codebook learning. The key motivation of our simultaneous
learning strategy is that some useful information for feature
encodingmay be compromised in the feature learning stage if
they are employed sequentially because their key objectives
are different. Specifically, feature learning can be considered
as a Hamming metric learning problem and feature encoding
is a dictionary learning problem. Hence sequential learning
only provides an one-way interaction where binary codes are
learned independently first and then used to learn the code-
books for feature encoding. Therefore, these learned binary
codes cannot receive the feedback in the codebook learning
stage. In our simultaneous learning framework, the binary
code learning procedure also considers how to generate effi-
cient codebooks to have representative face representation.
By doing so, more robust and discriminative feature descrip-
tors can be extracted. In addition, we propose a coupled
simultaneous local binary feature learning and encoding (C-
SLBFLE) for heterogenous face recognition. Unlike existing
other coupled feature learning techniques which learn differ-
ent specific structures for eachmodality, our C-SLBFLE learns
compact representations which compose of a specific latent
representation obtained from each modality, and a common
latent representation shared across modalities, respectively.
By doing so, we obtain a representation which aims to maxi-
mize the similar and consistent information among these two
modalities as well exploit specific complementary informa-
tion for eachmodality.

The contributions of this work are summarized as
follows:

1) We propose an unsupervised feature learning
method that jointly perform compact feature learn-
ing and encoding to obtain robust and discriminative
face representations.

2) We propose a coupled feature learning method with
shared structural learning to exploit both the com-
mon and specific information from heterogenous
data for heterogeneous face matching.

3) We conduct extensive face recognition experiments
on six widely used face datasets including LFW,
YouTube Face (YTF), FERET, PaSC, CASIA NIR-VIS,
and Multi-PIE where our results clearly demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed methods.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review three related topics: 1) fea-
ture learning for homogeneous and heterogenous face rec-
ognition, and 2) binary code learning.

2.1 Feature Learning

Homogeneous Face Recognition. Representative feature learn-
ing methods include sparse auto-encoders [18], convolu-
tional neural networks [19], independent subspace analysis
[20], and reconstruction independent component analy-
sis [21]. Feature learning has also been successfully applied
for face recognition. For example, Cao et al. [13] presented a
learning-based feature representation method by applying
the bag-of-word (BoW) framework. Hussain et al. [14] pro-
posed a local quantized pattern method by modifying the
LBP method with a learned coding strategy. Lei et al. [15]
proposed a discriminant face descriptor method by learning
an image filter using the LDA criterion to obtain LBP-like
features. Sun et al. [16] proposed a deep convolutional neu-
ral networks method to learn face representations. Recently,
Taigman et al. [22] introduced a DeepFace method which
learn supervised face representation with 4,000,000 labeled
face samples by using the deep convolutional neural net-
works. Parkhi et al. [23] presented A deep convolutional
neural networks method with the triplet loss function,
where 2.6M labeled face images were used to train the deep
model. However, most of these methods learn real-valued
face feature descriptors. For face recognition, binary fea-
tures are more robust to local changes in face images
because small variations caused by varying expressions and
illuminations can be eliminated by quantized binary codes.

Heterogeneous Face Recognition.Heterogenous face recogni-
tion (HFR) aims tomatch face samples captured from various
devices or environments. A representable example is the
photo-sketch face matching which is useful for law enforce-
ment, where a sketch of a suspect is given as probe and RGB
face images are provided as gallery for matching. Another
example is the NIR-VIS matching where we try to match face
images captured from RGB cameras (VIS) and near-infrared
imaging devices (NIR) from different environments. While
some feature learning methods have been proposed for
homogeneous face recognition, these methods are still not
robust when face images are captured across different

Fig. 1. The basic idea of the proposed SLBFLE approach for face repre-
sentation. For each training face image, we extract pixel difference vectors
(PDVs) and jointly learn a discriminative mappingW and a dictionaryD for
feature extraction. The mapping is to project each PDV into a low-dimen-
sional binary vector, and the dictionary is used as the codebook for feature
local encoding. For each test image, the PDVs are first extracted and
encoded into binary codes using the learned feature mapping, and then
converted as a histogram featurewith the learned dictionary.
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devices or environments because large appearance gap usu-
ally occurs. How to extract common properties and reduce
this gap is the key challenge in heterogenous face recognition.
Recently, a variety of feature learning methods [24], [25], [26]
have also been proposed for heterogenous face recognition.
For example, Jin et al. [26] learned representative features by
training a coupled filters whichmaximizes the inter-class var-
iations and minimize the intra-class variations. Saxena and
Verbeek [24] used a CNN model with a shared layer learned
from a soft-max criterion to obtain common features.
Yi et al. [25] extracted Gabor features from face landmarks
and performed shared representation learning to reduce the
modality gap. Differently, in this work, we learn specific and
common latent spaces to obtain similar information and
exploit specific complimentary information, respectively.

2.2 Binary Code Learning

A variety of binary code learning methods have been pro-
posed in recent years [27], [28], [29]. For example,
Weiss et al. [29] proposed a binary coding learning
approach for image search. Norouzi et al. [30] improved it
by using a triplet ranking loss optimization criterion. How-
ever, most existing binary code learning methods are devel-
oped for scalable similarity search [28]. While binary
features such as LBP and Haar-like features have been used
in face recognition, most of them are hand-crafted. There
have been some recent work which employs binary code
learning for face representation and recognition [31], [32],
[33]. For example, Zhang et al. [32] and Rastegari et al. [33]
learned binary codes based on variants of the fisher crite-
rion. However, these binary codes are learned holistically
and not in feature level. More recently, Lu et al.[31] intro-
duced a compact binary feature descriptor (CBFD) which
learned binary face descriptors at the feature level. How-
ever, CBFD performed feature and codebook learning sepa-
rately, so that some useful information for codebook
learning may be compromised in the binarization stage.

3 PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we first review the LBP method and present
the proposed SLBFLE method. Then we show how to use
SLBFLE for face representation. Lastly, we present the pro-
posed C-SLBFLE method for heterogenous face recognition.

3.1 Review of LBP

LBP is an effective feature descriptor in face recognition [5].
For each pixel in face image, LBP first computes the

difference between the central pixel and the neighboring
pixels and binarizes the difference with a fixed threshold.
Second, these binary bins are encoded as a real value by
using a hand-crafted pattern coding strategy. Fig. 2 illus-
trates the basic idea of LBP, where two individual stages are
used for feature representation.

There are two shortcomings in LBP: 1) both the binar-
ization and feature encoding stages are hand-crafted,
which are not optimal for local feature representation; 2)
a two-stage procedure is used in LBP, which is not effec-
tive enough because some useful information for code-
book learning may be compromised in the binarization
stage. To address this, we propose a SLBFLE method to
learn a discriminative mapping and a compact codebook
for feature mapping and encoding jointly, so that more
data-adaptive information can be exploited in the learned
features. The following describes the details of the pro-
posed method.

3.2 SLBFLE

As aforementioned, our SLBFLE aims to jointly learn a fea-
ture mapping and a dictionary for feature mapping and
encoding. While our SLBFLE method is unsupervised, it
still has strong discriminative power because raw pixels are
extracted from face images of different identities which con-
tribute to learning a discriminative feature mapping. More-
over, the learned binary codes can well describe how pixel
values change over local patches and implicitly encode
important visual patterns such as edges and lines in face
images. Also, the learned dictionary can well encode the
learned binary codes so that some noisy information can be
well alleviated.

Let X ¼ ½x1; x2; . . . ; xN � 2 Rd�N be a set of N face image
samples, where xn 2 Rd (1 � n � N) is a pixel difference
vector extracted from an original face image. Fig. 3 illus-
trates how to extract a PDV for a given face patch. Com-
pared with the original raw pixel patch, PDV measures the
difference between the central pixel and the neighboring
pixels within a patch, so that it can better describe how pixel
values change spatially and implicitly encode important
visual patterns such as edges and lines in face images.
Assume there areK hash functions to be learned in SLBFLE,
which map and quantize each xn into a binary vector
bn ¼ ½bn1; . . . ; bnK � 2 f�1; 1gK�1, so that the binary codes

Fig. 2. The basic idea of the LBP method, where a two-stage procedure
is used for local feature extraction: feature mapping and feature encod-
ing. For the feature mapping stage, the difference between the central
pixel and the neighboring pixels are computed and binarized with a fixed
threshold. For the feature encoding stage, the mapped binary codes are
encoded as a real value by using a hand-crafted pattern coding strategy.

Fig. 3. An illustration to show how to extract pixel difference vectors
(PDV) from the original face image. Given a face patch whose size is
ð2Rþ 1Þ � ð2Rþ 1Þ, we first compute the difference between the central
pixel and the neighboring pixels. Then, these differences are considered
as a PDV. In this figure, R is selected as 2, so that there are 24 neighbor-
ing pixels selected and the PDV is a 24-dimensional feature vector.
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are learned automatically rather than using an empirical
thresholding method. Let wk 2 Rd be the projection vector
for the kth function, the kth binary code bnk of xn can be
computed as follows:

bnk ¼ sgnðw>
k xnÞ; (1)

where sgnðvÞ equals to 1 if v � 0 and �1 otherwise.1

Having obtained binary codes for these PDVs in the
training set, we also require a codebook to pool those binary
codes in each face image into a histogram feature. Previous
methods applied the K-means algorithm to learn the code-
book [13], [14], [15]. However, some useful information for
codebook learning may be compromised in the mapping
learning stage if they are learned sequentially. In this work,
we learn them simultaneously so that discriminative infor-
mation can be jointly exploited.

Let D ¼ ½d1;d2; . . . ;dC � and A ¼ ½a1;a2; . . . ;aN � be the
dictionary and the corresponding representation coeffi-
cient matrix, respectively, where dc 2 RK�1 (1 � c � C) is
the cth atom in the dictionary, C is the total number of
atoms in the dictionary, an 2 RC�1 is the representation
coefficient for xn. We formulate the following optimiza-
tion problem

min
w;D;a

J ¼ J1 þ �1J2

¼
XN
n¼1

kbn �Dank2 þ gkank1
� �

þ �1

XN
n¼1

XK
k¼1

kbnk �w>
k xnk2

subject to
���XN

n¼1

bnk

���2 ¼ 0; 8 k

bnb
>
n ¼ Ik�k; 8 n;

(2)

where bn is the binary code vector for xn, and bnk is the kth
bit of bn, �1 is the parameter to balance the importance of
different terms.

The objective of J1 is to learn a dictionary D over the
binary codes where each binary vector can be sparsely
reconstructed by A. The goal of J2 is to minimize the
quantization loss between the original real-valued fea-
tures and the binarized codes, so that most energy of the
real-valued PDVs can be preserved in the learned binary
codes. The first constraint is to ensure that each feature bit
in the learned binary codes is evenly distributed over all
the training samples (almost half of them are 1, and the
other half are 0), so that the information conveyed by each
bit is as large as possible. While the second constraint
ensures that each projection vector results to independent
and uncorrelated binary vectors.

Let W ¼ ½w1;w2; � � �wK � 2 Rd�K be the projection matrix.
We can map each PDV sample xn into a binary vector as
follows:

bn ¼ sgnðW>xnÞÞ: (3)

Then, (2) can be re-written into thematrix form as follows:

min
W;D;A

J ¼ J1 þ �1J2

¼ kB�DAk2F þ gkAk1
þ �1kB�W>Xk2F

subject to B� 1N�1 ¼ 0

BB> ¼ NIk�k;

(4)

where B ¼ sgnðW>XÞ 2 f�1; 1gK�N is the binary code
matrix of all the training samples.

While the objective function in (4) is not convex for D, A,
and W, simultaneously, it is convex to one of them when
the other two are fixed. We iteratively optimize W, D and A
by using the following iterative approach. We first initialize
W, D and A appropriate parameters and then iteratively
update them sequentially as follows:

Step 1: Learning A with fixed W and D: when W and D are
fixed, the objective function in (4) can be re-written as follows:

min
A

J ¼ kB�DAk2F þ gkAk1; (5)

Since (5) is non-differentiable due to the sparsity func-
tion, standard unconstrained optimization techniques are
infeasible and gradient-based methods cannot be applied
directly. Instead, we optimize the objective function by
decomposing it into a series of individual ‘1-regularized
least square problem for an as follows:

min
an

J ¼
XN
n¼1

kbn �Dank22 þ g
XK
j¼1

jaðjÞ
n j

 !
; (6)

where an is the nth column of A, and jaðjÞ
n j is the jth element

of an. This optimization problem actually reflects a sparse
coding problemwhich can already be solved by several opti-
mization solutions [34], [35]. In this paper, we use the feature
sign search algorithm in [34] to optimize an sequentially.

Step 2: Learning D with fixed W and A: when W and A are
fixed, the optimization function in (4) can be re-written as
the following objective function:

min
D

J ¼ kB�DAk2F
s:t: kdck2 � 1; 1 � c � C:

(7)

The optimization objective function in (7) is a standard
‘2-constrained optimization problem. We use the conven-
tional conjugate gradient decentmethod in [21] to optimizeD.

Step 3: Learning W with fixed D and A: when D and A are
fixed, (4) can be re-written as follows:

min
W

J ¼ kB�DAk2F
þ �1kB�W>Xk2F

subject to B� 1N�1 ¼ 0

BB> ¼ NIk�k:

(8)

To further simplify the computation and make the for-
mulation tractable, we perform relaxation on several
terms. First, the balancing constraint can be relaxed by

1. During learning, the binary codes are set to {�1,1} instead of {0,1}
to ensure proper centering.
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maximizing the variance as justified in [27]. Second, the
binary constraint caused by non-linear sgnð�Þ function is
also relaxed as a signed-magnitude projection as justified
by [27], [28]. The first constraint can then be simplified
as maximizing the signed-magnitude variance of the pro-
jection as follows:

XK
k

E½kw>
k xk2� ¼ trðW>XX>WÞ: (9)

The second constraint is also relaxed as:

W>XX>W ¼ NIk�k: (10)

It can be noticed that the first and second constraint can
be combined into one penalty parameterized by �2. The
overall function can now be rewritten as follows:

min
W

J ¼ kW>X�DAk2F þ �1kB�W>Xk2F
� �2trðW>XX>WÞ

¼ ð1þ �1 � �2ÞtrðW>XX>WÞ
� 2�1trðB>W>XÞ
þ 2trððW>XÞ>DAÞ:

(11)

We use the gradient descent method with the curvilinear
search algorithm in [36] to solveW.

We repeat the above three steps until the algorithm is
convergent. Algorithm 1 summarizes the detailed proce-
dure of the proposed SLBFLE method.

3.3 SLBFLE-Based Face Representation

Having obtained the feature mapping W and the dictionary
D, we first project each PDV into a low-dimensional binary
vector and encode it as a real value. Then, all PDVs within
the same face region is represented as a histogram feature.
Finally, these features from all blocks within a face are
concatenated as the feature representation of the whole face
image. Fig. 4 illustrates how to use the proposed SLBFLE
for face representation.

Algorithm 1. SLBFLE

Input: Training set X ¼ ½x1; x2; . . . ; xN �, iteration number iter,
parameters �1 and �2, and binary code lengthK.

Output: ProjectionW, dictionaryD, and coefficient matrix A.
Step 1 (Initialization):
1.1 InitializeW as the topK eigenvectors of XX>

corresponding to theK largest eigenvalues.
1.2 InitializeD and Awith arbitrary initializations. ;
Step 2 (Optimization):
for r ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; iter do

Update Awith fixedW andD using (5).
UpdateDwith fixedW and A using (7).
UpdateWwith fixedD and A using (11).
If jWr �Wr�1j < � and r > 2, go to Step 3.

end
Step 3 (Output):
Output the projection matrixW, dictionaryD, and
coefficient matrix A.

4 COUPLED-SLBFLE

For heterogeneous face matching, we propose a coupled-
SLBFLE (C-SLBFLE) method which extends our SLBFLE to
the heterogenous matching scenario. Specifically, we learn
the hash functions for each modality by using a matrix fac-
torization procedure to learn a common latent semantic
space that implicitly reduces the modality gap between
binary codes of different modalities. In the training stage,
we extract coupled-PDVs for each heterogeneous pair
which are from the same person and captured in different
modalities. We employ C-SLBFLE to obtain the projection
matrices (one for each modality) and a unified codebook for
face representation, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Let Xp ¼ ½xp1; xp2; . . . ; xpN � and Xq ¼ ½xq1; xq2; . . . ; xqN � be
the PDVs extracted from two (P and Q) modalities of face
image sets, where xpn and xqn are the nth PDV extracted
from the first and the second modality at the same position,
respectively, and 1 � n � N . Our C-SLBLE aims to seek K
pairs of hash functions to map and quantize xpn and xqn into
a common binary vector bn ¼ ½bn1; . . . ; bnK � 2 f�1; 1gK�1.
By learning a common binary vector, the modality gap
between Xp and Xq is implicitly reduced. We are able to

Fig. 4. The flow-chart of the SLBFLE-based face representation
approach. For each training face, we first divide it into several non-over-
lapped regions and learn the feature mapping W and dictionary D for
each region. Then, we applied the learned filter and dictionary to extract
histogram feature for each block and concatenated into a longer feature
vector for face representation. Finally, the cosine similarity measure is
used to measure face similarity for verification.

Fig. 5. The flow-chart of the proposed C-SLBFLE method. We first
extract the coupled-PDVs from a pair of aligned face images captured
from different modalities. These coupled-PDVs are then used to jointly
learn the feature mapping Wp and Wq for the modality P and Q, respec-
tively, and codebook D. Each feature mapping matrix composes of a
common projection matrix, Wc, and modal-specific projection matrices
WðpÞ

s and WðqÞ
s . The final codebook and projection matrices are then

used to extract the face representations during testing stage.
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learn this by a collectivematrix factorization formulation [37]
such that we learn latent variablesUp 2 Rd�K andUq 2 Rd�K

which learns a common semantic binary representation
B ¼ ½b1;b2; � � � ;bN � 2 f�1; 1gK�N , described as below

xpn ¼ Upbn (12)

xqn ¼ Uqbn: (13)

Different from [37] which learns a real-valued represen-
tation, our common semantic representation is performed
in the Hamming space. Specifically, we learn the feature
mapping matrices by minimizing the following quantiza-
tion loss

min
Wp;Wq

kB�W>
p Xpk2F þ kB�W>

q Xqk2F ; (14)

where Wp 2 Rd�K and Wq 2 Rd�K are the projection matri-
ces for the modality P and Q, respectively. In learning these
projection matrices, we assume that Wp and Wq contain a
shared information which maximizes the similar properties
between the two modalities, and modality-specific proper-
ties which are only unique to each modality. Hence, we
define each projection matrix as Wp ¼ ½Wc; WðpÞ

s � and
Wq ¼ ½Wc; WðqÞ

s �, where Wc 2 Rd�Kc is the shared projection

across the two modalities, WðpÞ
s 2 Rd�Ks and WðqÞ

s 2 Rd�Ks

are the individual specific projections for the modality P
and Q, respectively. The ratio between the dimension of
each is determined by the hyperparameter h ¼ Ks

KsþKc
, where

the total projection length isK ¼ Ks þKc.
To perform the binary embedding from PDV to the com-

mon semantic representation during testing phase, we sim-
ply binarize the feature projection as follows:

bpn ¼ sgnðW>
p xpnÞ (15)

bqn ¼ sgnðW>
q xqnÞ: (16)

To learn the couple latent variables and the common
binary code, we combine (14)-(16) to our SLBFLE formulation
and present the following optimization objective function

min
B;Wp;Wq ;
Up;UqD;A

J ¼ J1 þ �1J2 þ �2J3 þ mRð�Þ

¼ kB�DAk2F þ gkAk1
þ �1ðkXp �UpBk2F þ kXq �UqBk2F Þ
þ �2ðkB�W>

p Xpk2F þ kB�W>
q Xqk2F Þ

þ mRðUp;Uq;Wp;WqÞ
subject to BB> ¼ NIk�k

Wp ¼ ½WðpÞ
s ; Wc�; Wq ¼ ½WðqÞ

s ; Wc�
B ¼ f�1; 1gn�k;

(17)

The objective of J1 is to learn a dictionary D over the binary
codes where each binary vector can be sparsely recon-
structed by A. The aim of J2 is to learn the latent variables
that minimizes the modality gap of the two modalities. J3
minimizes the quantization loss between the learned binary
code and real-value code obtained from the shared structure
feature mapping. Similar, to SLBFLE, we also have a con-
straint that ensures that each projection vector leads to

independent and uncorrelated binary vectors through maxi-
mizing the variance. Rð�Þ ¼ k � k2F is regularization term to
avoid the over-fitting with m as a balancing parameter. �1

and �2 balances the weight of the different criterions in the
overall optimization function. Our optimization function
can also be solved through an iterative procedure such that
we fix the other variables and solve the one variable. The
detailed procedure is described as follows:

Learning A and D with other fixed parameters: Similar to
SLBLFE, we solve the optimization problem in (6) and (7)
by using the feature sign search and conjugate gradient
descent for A andD, respectively.

Learning Ut where t ¼ fp; qg with other fixed parameters: By
fixing other parameters, we obtain Ut by solving the follow-
ing regularized least squares problem

min
Ut

JðUtÞ ¼ �1ðkXt �UtBk2F Þ þ mkUtk2F ; (18)

which can be easily calculated as in a closed form solution
as follows:

Up ¼ XpB
> BB> þ m

�1
I

� ��1

(19)

Uq ¼ XqB
> BB> þ m

�1
I

� ��1

; (20)

where I is and identity matrix.
Learning B with other fixed parameters: By fixing other

parameters, we see that (17) is non-differentiable due to the
employed sgn function. Originally, SLBFLE relaxes the
binary code to be the signed magnitude, B ¼ W>X. How-
ever, we cannot relax the common binary code as a signed
magnitude from either modality Xp or Xq. In this work, we
relax B as its own unique real-value code and then perform
binarization. The solution is obtained as follows:

B ¼ sgn �1

X
t¼p;q

U>
t Ut

 !
þ �3I

 !�1

� DAþ
X
t¼p;q

ð�1U
>
t þ �2W

>
t ÞXtÞÞ

 !
;

(21)

where �3 is a new parameter that penalizes the independent
bit constraint which is similarly relaxed by maximizing the
variance instead.

Learning WðtÞ
s where t ¼ fp; qg with other fixed parameters:

To learn the modal-specific feature mapping matrices, we
fix other parameters and obtainWðtÞ

s as follows:

WðpÞ
s ¼ XpX

>
p þ m

�2
I

� ��1

XpB
>
s (22)

WðqÞ
s ¼ XqX

>
q þ m

�2
I

� ��1

XqB
>
s : (23)

Differently, the full binary code is the concatenation of a
set of binary codes, B ¼ ½Bs; Bc�. The first set Bs is
obtained from the modal-specific feature mapping, and
the other set Bc is obtained from the common feature
mapping. Here, only the modal-specific binary codes are
used in the solution.
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Learning Wc with other fixed parameters: To learn the
common feature mapping matrix, we fix other parame-
ters and obtain Wc by solving the following optimization
problem

min
Wc

JðWcÞ ¼ �2ðkBc �WcXpk2F þ kBc �WcXqk2F Þ

þ mkWck2F :
(24)

We simplify this problem by combining the two terms into a
single regularized least square problem which can be solved
as follows:

Wc ¼ XcX
>
c þ m

�2
I

� ��1

Xc
~B>
c : (25)

where ~Bc ¼ ½Bc; Bc� and Xc ¼ ½Xp; Xq�.
We repeat the above steps until the algorithm converges.

Algorithm 2 summarizes the detailed procedure of the pro-
posed C-SLBFLE method.

Algorithm 2. C-SLBFLE

Input: Training set Xp ¼ ½xp1; xp2; . . . ; xpN �, Xq ¼ ½xq1; xq2; . . . ;
xqN �, iteration number iter, parameters �1, �2, �3, m,
binary code lengthK, and shared structure ratio h.

Output: Shared Projection matricesWp andWq, dictionaryD.
Step 1 (Initialization):
1.1 InitializeWp andWq as the topK eigenvectors of obtained
fromCCA corresponding to theK largest eigenvalues.
1.2 Initialize Up, Uq,D and Awith arbitrary initializations.
Step 2 (Optimization):
for r ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; iter do
Update A using (6).
UpdateD using (7).
Update Ut using (19) and (20)
Update B using (21)
UpdateWðtÞ

s using (22) and (23)
UpdateWc using (25)
If jWr

p �Wr�1
p j < � , jWr

q �Wr�1
q j < � and r > 2, go to Step 3.

end
Step 3 (Output):
Output the projection matrixWp ¼ ½WðpÞ

s ; Wc�,
Wq ¼ ½WðqÞ

s ;Wc�, and the dictionaryD.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We conducted face recognition experiments to evaluate our
SLBFLE and C-SLBFLE methods on six widely used face
datasets. Specifically, we implemented our SLBFLE method
on the FERET, LFW, YTF and PaSC datasets in face recogni-
tion and verification, and evaluated our C-SLBFLE method
on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 and Multi-PIE dataset for heter-
ogenous face recognition. The following describes the
details of the experiments and results.

5.1 Results on LFW

The LFW dataset [38] contains 13,233 images from 5,749 per-
sons. Facial images in this dataset were collected from the
web, so that there are large intra-class variations in pose,
illumination and expression because these images are cap-
tured in wild conditions. In our experiments, we evaluated

our proposed method with the unsupervised setting and
the image-restricted with label-free outside data setting. We
followed the standard evaluation protocol on the “View 2”
dataset which includes 3,000 matched pairs and 3,000 mis-
matched pairs and is divided into 10 folds, where each fold
consists of 300 matched (positive) pairs and 300 mismatched
(negative) pairs. We used the aligned LFW-a dataset2 for
our evaluation, where each face image in LFW was aligned
and cropped into 128� 128 to remove the background
information. We learned feature representation with our
proposed SLBFLE. Specifically, each PDV was first pro-
jected into a K-bit binary codes with the learned projection
W and then encoded as a feature with the learned dictionary
D. The parameters �1, �2 were empirically tuned as 0.001
and 0.01, respectively, by using a cross-validation strategy
on the “View 1” subset of the LFW dataset. We tested our
method with different neighborhood radius sizes (R is set
as 2, 3 and 4), which yields a 24-, 48-, and 80-dimensional
PDV, respectively. We further applied the whitened PCA
(WPCA) method to project each sample into a 500-dimen-
sional feature vector to reduce the redundancy. For the
unsupervised setting, the nearest neighbor classifier with
the cosine similarity was used for face verification. For the
image-restricted with label-free outside data setting, we
used the discriminative deep metric learning (DDML) [39]
method to learn discriminative similarity measure function
for face verification.

5.1.1 Comparison with the State-of-the-Art Methods

Table 1 tabulates the average verification rate and Fig. 6
shows the ROC curve of our SLBFLE on LFWwith the unsu-
pervised setting, as well as those of the state-of-the-art face
feature descriptors. We see that SLBFLE achieves better per-
formance than existing hand-crafted feature descriptors
such as LARK and PEM, and obtains very competitive

TABLE 1
Mean Verification Rate (VR) (%) and Area Under ROC

(AUC) Comparison with State-of-the-Art Face Descriptors
on LFW with the Unsupervised Setting

Method VR AUC

LBP [40] 69.45 75.47
SIFT [40] 64.10 54.07
LARK [41] 72.23 78.30
POEM [42] 75.22 -
LHS [43] 73.40 81.07
MRF-MLBP [44] 80.08 89.94
PEM (LBP) [45] 81.10 -
PEM (SIFT) [45] 81.38 -
DFD [15] 84.02 -
CBFD (combine) [31] - 90.91
High-dim LBP [46] 84.08 -
PAF [47] 87.77 94.05
MRF-Fusion-CSKDA [44] - 98.94
Spartans [48] - 94.24
LBPNet [49] - 94.04

SLBFLE (R=2) 82.02 88.95
SLBFLE (R=3) 84.08 90.46
SLBFLE (R=4) 84.18 90.53
SLBFLE (R=2+3+4) 85.62 92.00

2. Available: http://www.openu.ac.il/home/hassner/data/lfwa/.
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performance with the existing learning-based feature
descriptors such as DFD.3 Moreover, the performance of
SLBFLE can be further improved when multiple PDVs with
different neighboring sizes are combined. Specifically, we
combined the SLBFLE features extracted from varying
neighboring radius at the decision level. For the unsuper-
vised setting, we took the average of the similarity scores of
the face image pairs obtained from the SLBFLE features of
varying neighboring radius. For the restricted setting, we
first employed DDML [39] for each SLBFLE feature type to
obtain the similarity score for each face image pair. Then,
these similarity scores from different features were
concatenated into a single score vector which was trained
using linear SVM4 in the training set. Finally, we used the
SVM model to learn the final verification score and applied
it for testing samples.

Table 2 tabulates the average verification rate and Fig. 7
shows the ROC curve of our SLBFLE on LFW with the
image-restricted with label-free outside data setting, as well
as those of the state-of-the-art face verification methods. We
see that our SLBFLE method with multiple PDVs extracted
from different neighboring sizes outperforms most of the
current state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, the performance
of SLBFLE can be further boosted when it is combined with
several other existing hand-crafted feature descriptors. Simi-
larly, we combined our SLBFLE with 5 other existing feature
descriptors including the Sparse SIFT [39], Dense SIFT [39],
low-dimensional LBP [39], HOG [39], and high-dimensional
LBP [46]. Then, these similarity scores from different features
are concatenated into a single score vector which is trained
using Linear SVM in the training set. Finally, we used the
SVMmodel to learn the final verification score and applied it
for testing samples. By doing so, the mean verification rate
can be further improved by 2.79 percent.

While the methods in [44] and [50] show better perfor-
mance than our method, it is important to note that the
method in [44] combined three hand-crafted features
(MLBP, MLPQ and MBSIF), which were extracted from
multiple scales with multiple filters. The method in [50] also
used multiple filters to extract hand-crafted features, which

is computationally expensive. Similarly, LBP-Net [49] also
used multiple types of LBP operators which were obtained
by multiple filters. While the method in [51] achieved prom-
ising recognition performance, it requires high-dimensional
weighted LBP features extracted from multiple scales. Dif-
ferently, our SLBFLE can achieve reasonably good perfor-
mance by using only three scales (R ¼ 2; 3; 4).

5.2 Results on YTF

The YTF dataset [62] contains 3,425 videos of 1,595 different
persons collected from the YouTube website. There are large
variations in pose, illumination, and expression in each video,
and the average length of each video clip is 181.3 frames. In
our experiments, we followed the standard evaluation proto-
col [62] and tested our method for unconstrained face

Fig. 6. ROC curve of different face descriptors on LFW with the unsuper-
vised setting.

TABLE 2
Mean Verification Rate and the Standard Error (%) Comparison
with State-of-the-Art Face Verification Methods on LFW with the

Image-Restricted with Label-Free Outside Data Setting

Method Accuracy

CSML+SVM [52] 88.00 	 0.37
High-Throughput BIF [53] 88.13 	 0.58
LARK supervised [41] 85.10 	 0.59
DML-eig combined [54] 85.65 	 0.56
Covolutional DBN [19] 87.77 	 0.62
STFRD+PMML [55] 89.35 	 0.50
PAF [47] 87.77 	 0.51
Sub-SML [56] 89.90 	 0.38
VMRS [57] 91.10 	 0.59
DDML [39] 90.68 	 1.41
LM3L [58] 89.57 	 1.53
Hybrid on LFW3D [59] 85.63 	 0.53
Sub-SML + Hybrid on LFW3D [59] 91.65 	 1.04
HPEN + HD-LBP + DDML [60] 92.57 	 0.36
HPEN + HD-Gabor + DDML [60] 92.80 	 0.47
CBFD (combine) 92.62 	 1.08
Spartans [51] 89.69 	 0.36
MSBSIF-SIEDA [50] 94.63 	 0.95
TSML with OCLBP [61] 87.10 	 0.43
TSML with feature fusion [61] 89.80 	 0.47

SLBFLE (R=2) 85.62 	 1.41
SLBFLE (R=3) 86.57 	 1.65
SLBFLE (R=4) 87.45 	 1.28
SLBFLE (R=2+3+4) 90.18 	 1.89
SLBFLE (All combined) 92.97 	 1.20

Fig. 7. ROC curve of different face verification methods on LFW with the
image-restricted with label-free outside data setting.

3. Compared with DFD which is a supervised feature learning
approach, our SLBFLE is unsupervised so that it is more convenient for
practical applications.

4. https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/
cjlin/libsvm/
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verification with 5,000 video pairs. These pairs are equally
divided into 10 folds, and each fold has 250 intra-personal
pairs and 250 inter-personal pairs. For each video clip, we first
learned feature representation for each frame by using our
SLBFLE method, and then averaged all the feature vectors
within one video clip to form a mean feature vector in our
experiments because all face images have been aligned by the
detected facial landmarks. Lastly, we used WPCA to project
eachmean vector into a 500-dimensional feature vector. Simi-
larly, we also used the DDML method for face verification
with the image-restricted setting.

Table 3 tabulates the average verification rate of our
method and three state-of-the-art learning-based face
descriptors on YTF. We see that our method outperforms
these state-of-the-art methods with the smallest gain of 2.25
percent in terms of the mean verification rate. Moreover, the
performance of SLBFLE can be further improved when mul-
tiple PDVs with different neighboring sizes are combined.

Table 4 tabulates the average verification rates and Fig. 8
shows the ROC curves of our method and state-of-the-art
face verification methods on YTF. We see that our method
achieves very competitive performance with state-of-the-art
methods. By combining our method with different values of
R and binary pattern descriptors (LBP, CSLBP and FPLBP),
we achieve very competitive results with the other com-
pared methods such as Eigen-Pep [63] and DDML [39].
Moreover, we obtain better performance than the DeepFace
method [22] with a gain of 2 percent in accuracy by combin-
ing our method at different values of R and the convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) features which were trained
with fewer labeled samples. For each face image, we
extracted the CNN feature by using the pre-trained VGG-
face network in [23]5 and combined it with our SLBFLE fea-
ture at the decision level. Specifically, for the unsupervised
setting, we took the average of the similarity scores of the
face image pairs obtained from the CNN features and
SLBFLE features before using them for computing the ROC
curve. For the restricted setting, we first employed
DDML [39] for the CNN and SLBFLE features individually
to obtain the similarity scores for each face image pair,
respectively. The similarity scores for different features
were then concatenated to a single score vector which was

trained by using linear SVM in the training set. Finally, we
used the SVM model to learn the final verification score and
applied it for testing samples.

5.3 Results on FERET

The FERET dataset consists of 13,539 face images of 1,565
subjects who are diverse across age, gender, and ethnicity.
We followed the standard FERET evaluation protocol [68],
where six sets including the training, fa, fb, fc, dup1, and dup2
were constructed for experiment, respectively. All face
images were scaled and cropped into 128� 128 pixels
according to the provided eye coordinates. We performed
feature learning on the generic training set, and applied the
learned projection and dictionary matrix on the other five
sets for feature extraction. Finally, we take fa as the gallery
set and the other four sets as the probe sets. We followed
the same parameter settings which were tuned on LFW. We
applied WPCA to project each sample into a 1196-dimen-
sional feature vector and applied the nearest neighbor clas-
sifier with the cosine similarity for face identification.

Table 5 tabulates the rank-one identification rate of our
method, as well as the state-of-the-art feature descriptors on
the FERET dataset.We see that our SLBFLE achieves the com-
petitive recognition rate on all four subsets. Specifically,
SLBFLE achievesmuch better performance than hand-crafted

TABLE 3
Comparisons of the Mean Verification Rate and

Standard Error (%) with State-of-the-Art
Learning-Based Face Descriptors on YTF

Under the Image-Restricted Setting

Method Accuracy

LBP [5] 75.86 	 1.42
FPLBP [64] 73.58 	 1.62
CSLBP [65] 73.70 	 1.63
LE [13] 69.72 	 2.06
DFD [15] 78.10 	 0.94

SLBFLE (R=2) 80.35 	 0.84
SLBFLE (R=3) 81.24 	 1.32
SLBFLE (R=4) 82.36 	 1.01
SLBFLE (R=2+3+4) 82.88 	 1.01

TABLE 4
Comparisons of the Mean Verification Rate and
Standard Error (%) with the State-of-the-Art Face

Verification Methods on YTF Under the
Image-Restricted Setting

Method Accuracy

MBGS(LBP) [62] 76.4 	 1.8
MBGS+SVM (LBP) [66] 78.9 	 1.9
APEM(fusion) [45] 79.1 	 1.5
STFRD+PMML [55] 79.5 	 2.5
VSOF+OSS [67] 79.7 	 1.8
DDML (LBP) [39] 81.3 	 1.6
DDML (combined) [39] 82.3 	 1.5
EigenPEP [63] 84.8 	 1.4
LM3L [39] 81.3 	 1.2
DeepFace [22] 91.4 	 1.1

SLBFLE (R=2+3+4) 82.9 	 1.0
SLBFLE (R=2+3+4 + LBP + CSLBP+ FPLBP) 83.4 	 1.0
SLBFLE (R=2+3+4 + CNN) 93.4 	 1.0

Fig. 8. ROC curve of different face verification methods on YTF under
the image-restricted setting.5. http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/
vgg/software/vgg_face/.
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feature descriptors such as HGGP, GV-LBP-TOP and GV-
LBP. This is because our SLBFLE is a data-adaptive feature
representation method. Compared with the recently pro-
posed learning-based feature representation methods such as
DFD and CBFD, our SLBFLE is a binary code based feature
descriptorwhich can demonstrate stronger robustness to local
variations. Hence, higher recognition rates can be obtained.

5.4 Results on PaSC

The PaSC dataset [70], [71] contains 9,376 images and 2,802
videos from 293 people. These images and videos were cap-
tured in different viewpoints, poses and distances from the
camera, which make it challenging for face recognition. We
performed still-video face matching experiments on the
PaSC dataset where we were provided with 1,401 handheld
videos as the query set, and 4,688 still images as the target
set. Each face image from both sets was alignedwith the pro-
vided eye coordinates and cropped into a face region with
the size of 128� 128. We extracted the feature for each image
from the query and target sets and projected it into a 100-
dimensional feature space with WPCA and LDA. Following
the standard evaluation protocol in [71], we compared face
images in the query set to the target set and obtained a
1; 401� 4; 688 similarity matrix by computing the cosine dis-
tances between samples. For the handheld video set, we only
randomly selected 20 face representations for each video and
selected the max similarity score. We compared our method
with the LRPCA baseline and other popular face matching
methods [71], [72]. Table 6 shows the verification rates and
Fig. 9 shows the ROC curves of different methods. As can
seen, our proposed SLBFLE outperforms the compared
methods, where the minimal improvement of the verifica-
tion rate is 10 percent at 0.01 FAR.

5.5 Results on CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0

The CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 dataset [76] was used for the heter-
ogenous face matching to evaluate our C-SLBFLE method.
This dataset consists of 725 identities, where each identity
consists of VIS (Visual) and NIR (Near Infrared) images
having a range of 1 to 22 and 5 to 50 face images,

respectively. This dataset is the largest one for the VIS-NIR
heterogenous face matching problem. We used the pre-
defined 10-fold split and evaluation protocol from the data-
set providers using the VIS and NIR images as gallery and
probe set, respectively.

For the pre-processing, we first cropped and aligned each
face image into a 128� 128 image size based on the obtained
eye coordinates. Then, we performed filtering through the
Difference of Gaussians (DoG) filter to reduce the variations
from each modality. Because each identity does not contain
similar number of VIS and NIR images, we randomly
selected VIS-NIR pairs having the same identity to be passed
through the C-SLBFLE during learning. In our implementa-
tion, the PDVs were extracted usingK ¼ 20 and an h ¼ 0:25.
We set �1 ¼ 0:02, �2 ¼ 0:005 and �3 ¼ 0:001 based on cross-
validation experiment. Having obtained the C-SLBFLE face
representation from the learned projection matrices and
codebook, each representation was then projected into a
1000-dimensional feature vector throughWPCA. The nearest
neighbor classifier was then used to retrieve the final match
where we used the cosine distance as the similarity measure
between two representations. Moreover, the LDA method
was further employed to extract more discriminative infor-
mation to improve the recognition performance.

We evaluated the heterogenous face matching procedure
based on the rank-one recognition rates and verification
rate at a false acceptance rate (FAR) of 0.1 and 0.01 percent.
We compared our method with several subspace methods
(CCA, PLS, CDFE, MvDA), hand-crafted feature descriptors

TABLE 5
Rank-One Recognition Rates (%) Comparison with

State-of-the-Art Feature Descriptors with the
Standard FERET Evaluation Protocol

Method fb fc dup1 dup2

LBP [5] 93.0 51.0 61.0 50.0
LGBP [6] 94.0 97.0 68.0 53.0
HGGP [8] 97.6 98.9 77.7 76.1
LDP [9] 94.0 83.0 62.0 53.0
GV-LBP-TOP [10] 98.4 99.0 82.0 81.6
GV-LBP [10] 98.1 98.5 80.9 81.2
LQP [14] 99.8 94.3 85.5 78.6
POEM [11] 97.0 95.0 77.6 76.2
s-POEM [69] 99.4 100.0 91.7 90.2
DFD [15] 99.4 100.0 91.8 92.3
CBFD [31] 99.8 100.0 93.5 93.2

SLBFLE (R=2) 99.7 99.7 89.9 80.0
SLBFLE (R=3) 99.9 100.0 94.5 90.9
SLBFLE (R=4) 99.9 100.0 95.2 92.7

TABLE 6
The Verification Rate at the 1.0 Percent FAR of Different

Methods on the PaSC Dataset Still-Video Face
Recognition Experiments

Method Verification rate

LBP-SIFT-WPCA-SILD [73] 0.23
ISV-GMM [74] 0.11
PLDA-WPCA-LLR [75] 0.26
LRPCA Baseline [70] 0.10
Eigen-PEP [63] 0.24
Hierarchical-PEP [72] 0.32

SLBFLE (R=2) 0.25
SLBFLE (R=3) 0.34
SLBFLE (R=4) 0.42

Fig. 9. ROC curves of different feature descriptors on the PaSC dataset
in the unsupervised setting.
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(LBP, LTP, SIFT), and feature learning methods (C-DFD,
CDFL, C-CBFD). Table 7 shows the results of our method in
comparison with most state-of-the-art heterogenous face
recognition methods. We see that our C-SLBFLE achieves
better performance than the hand-crafted feature descrip-
tors because our method performs coupled feature learning
from a training set such that the coupled-PDVs can be pro-
jected as similar as possible despite the modality differen-
ces. Our C-SLBFLE also beats the subspace methods
because our method reduces the modality gap at the feature
level. Fig. 10 shows the ROC curve for our model compared
to other feature descriptors. Moreover, our C-SLBFLE
method outperforms other feature learning methods.

Specifically, our method performed better than our previ-
ous C-CBFD [31] which also employs coupled feature learn-
ing by maximizing the correlation of matching binary
vectors. This is because our C-SLBFLE method performs
joint feature learning and codebook encoding which enhan-
ces the robustness of each part. We also see that adding the
collective matrix factorization term to learn latent variables
that implicitly reduces themodality gap boosted the perfor-
mance by 5 percent in the rank-one accuracy. Ourmethod is
also very competitive to the best results in [25]. It is
important to note that [25] performed an addition land-
mark detection step to obtain representative Gabor
features for learning, while our C-SLFBLE method per-
formed dense feature extraction. While [48] also achieved
promising performance, their method performed homoge-
nous data reconstruction by using cross-spectral joint
dictionary learning before extracting hand-crafted
descriptors, which increases the computational cost of the
recognition procedure.

To show the effectiveness of the shared structure learn-
ing, we also conducted experiments by only learning spe-
cific projections for each modality at varying values of h.
Here, h ¼ 1 leads to the case of learning only modality spe-
cific projections matrices: Wp ¼ WðpÞ

s and Wq ¼ WðqÞ
s , while

h ¼ 0 leads to the case of learning only a common projection
matrix for both modality:Wp ¼ Wq ¼ Wc. Table 8 shows the
performance of our C-SLBFLE at varying h at R ¼ 4. It can
be seen that at h ¼ 0:25 shows the best result across all val-
ues of h, which indicates that both the common and specific
properties provide useful information in order to learn the
unified binary code. Most particularly, there is a perfor-
mance drop at h ¼ 1 which indicates that learning modal-
specific information contributes less to the overall perfor-
mance of our method.

5.6 Results on Multi-PIE

The Multi-PIE dataset [87] was used for face matching on
varying poses to evaluate our C-SLBFLE method to show its
effectiveness of another heterogenous face recognition
applications. This dataset consists of 337 identities at 7 poses
(�45�, �30�, �15�, 0�, +15�, +30�, +45�) captured in four ses-
sions with varying illumination and expression. Similar
to [88], we used the neutral expression with frontal illumi-
nation for the evaluations where the first 200 identities were
used as training, and the remaining 137 identities for test-
ing. Specifically, the remaining 137 captured in the first ses-
sion of frontal pose were used as the gallery set and other
face images of varying pose were used as the probe set. We

TABLE 7
Performance Comparison on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0

Dataset, Where VR Is (twice) the Mean Verification Rate
When the FAR Is Set to 0.1 and 1.0 Percent

Method Rank-one
Acc.	 std%

VR@
0.1(%)

VR@
1(%)

CCA [77] 28.5 	 3.4 10.8 30.7
PLS [78] 17.7 	 1.9 2.3 9.5
CDFE [79] 27.9 	 2.9 6.9 23.3
MvDA [80] 41.6 	 4.1 19.2 42.8
LCFS [81] 35.4 	 2.8 16.7 35.7
GMLDA [82] 23.7 	 1.4 5.1 16.6
GMMFA [82] 24.8 	 1.1 7.6 19.5
LBP [5] 35.4 	 2.7 4.2 31.8
LTP [83] 35.1 	 2.2 8.2 34.7
TP-LBP [64] 36.2 	 1.6 3.7 12.9
FP-LBP [64] 23.2 	 1.0 1.7 9.0
LPQ [84] 47.5 	 0.9 4.0 17.2
SIFT [85] 49.1 	 2.3 14.3 40.8
PCA+Sym+HCA [45] 23.7 	 1.9 19.3 -
DSIFT+PCA+LDA [86] 73.3 	 1.1 - -
C-DFD [15] 65.8 	 1.6 46.2 61.9
CDFL [26] 71.5 	 1.4 55.1 67.7
Gabor+RBM remove 11PCs [25] 86.2 	 1.0 81.3 -
C-CBFD [31] 81.8 	 2.3 47.3 75.3
CNN + LDML [24] 85.9 	 1.0 78.0 -
Recon. + UDP(DLBP) [48] 78.5 	 1.8 85.8 -

SLBFLE (R=2) 75.8 	 2.6 38.5 69.8
SLBFLE (R=3) 79.0 	 2.9 43.1 72.5
SLBFLE (R=4) 80.6 	 2.4 45.5 74.5
C-SLBFLE (R=2) 79.4 	 3.2 41.9 72.1
C-SLBFLE (R=3) 85.9 	 2.1 50.5 78.5
C-SLBFLE (R=4) 86.9 	 2.2 53.0 80.3

Fig. 10. ROC curves of different methods on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0
dataset.

TABLE 8
Performance Comparison of C-SLBFLE(R ¼ 4) the CASIA

NIR-VIS 2.0 Dataset at Varying h, Where VR Is (twice) the Mean
Verification Rate When the FAR Is Set to 0.1 and 1.0 Percent

Method Rank-one
Acc 	 std (%)

VR
@FAR=0.1(%)

VR
@FAR=1(%)

h ¼ 0 85.0 	 2.6 50.2 78.5
h ¼ 0:25 86.9 	 2.2 53.0 80.3
h ¼ 0:5 83.5 	 3.0 47.8 76.0
h ¼ 0:8 82.1 	 2.6 45.8 74.6
h ¼ 1 80.7 	 2.5 42.4 73.4
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cropped each image using the MTCNN [89] and resized it
into 128� 128 for feature extraction and matching.

Table 9 shows the recognition performance of different
methods. We used a similar set-up as the CASIA VIS-NIR
set-up with R ¼ 4 and K ¼ 1; 000. Overall, our C-SLBFLE
method is very competitive to other compared methods.

5.7 Analysis

5.7.1 Performance Analysis of Different Components in

SLBFLE

We investigated three other baselines (SLBFLE1, SLBFLE2
and SLBFLE3) of our SLBFLE to show the contribution of
each term of the objective function. SLBFLE1 is a variation
of our SLBFLE method with �1 and �2 equal to 0, SLBFLE2
is another variation of our SLBFLE method with �1 ¼ 0,
while SLBFLE3 is a variation with �2 ¼ 0. In this experi-
ment, we use the SLBFLE features extracted at R = 4.
Table 10 shows the recognition performance of the different
variations of our method on different datasets. We see that
minimizing the quantization loss and applying the binary
constraints during feature learning contributes to the overall
performance of our method.v

5.7.2 Global SLBFLE versus Local SLBFLE

We implemented a local learning method to further
improve the SLBFLE method. Motivated by the face that dif-
ferent face regions usually play different roles in face repre-
sentation and the global feature learning method ignores
the position information of different face regions, we imple-
mented a local SLBFLE method where binary codes and dic-
tionaries for different face regions individually, so that more
local facial structure information for feature learning can be
exploited. Specifically, we first divided each face image into
8� 8 non-overlapped regions and learned 64 projections
and dictionary matrices used the SLBFLE method sepa-
rately, where R was set to 4 in our experiments. Table 11
shows the recognition rates of the local and global learning
strategies of the SLBFLE method on the LFW dataset with

the unsupervised setting. We see that local SLBFLE can fur-
ther improve the verification rate by 0.57 percent.

5.7.3 Computational Time

Finally, we investigated the computational time of our
method to extract the feature descriptor for one single face
image. As shown in Table 12, our method is slower than the
handcrafted LBP descriptor. However, it is a good trade-off
when both the performance and speed are concerned. Nev-
ertheless, our method is much faster than other feature
learning method such as DFD.

5.8 Discussion

The above experimental results suggest the following five
observations:

1) Our SLBFLE and C-SLBFLE are competitive feature
learning methods to learn face representations for
both homogeneous and heterogenous face recogni-
tion, respectively. Our methods achieved competi-
tive performance compared to other state-of-the-art
face feature descriptors. There are two reasons: 1)
one approach is a data-driven so that it is more adap-
tive in face representation, and 2) our approach is a
one-stage learning procedure, so that some useful
information for dictionary learning will not be
removed in the feature learning stage.

2) Even if our feature learning and encoding method is
unsupervised, it still has strong discriminative
power because raw pixels are extracted from face
images of different identities which contribute to
learning a discriminative feature mapping. More-
over, the learned binary codes can well describe how
pixel values change over local patches and implicitly
encode important visual patterns such as edges and
lines in face images. Moreover, the learned dictio-
nary can well encode the learned binary codes so
that some noisy information can be well alleviated.
However, our work can be extended into a super-
vised version when the label information of face
patches are exploited in the feature learning stage so
that more discriminative power of the learned fea-
tures can be obtained.

TABLE 9
The Recognition Rate (%) of Different Heterogeneous Face
Recognition Methods on the MultiPIE Dataset at Varying
Poses with Neutral Expression and Frontal Illumination

Method �45� �30� �15� +15� +30� +45� Avg

SPAE [73] 84.9 92.6 96.3 95.7 94.3 84.4 91.4
MvDA [80] 80.1 94.5 100.0 100.0 96.6 87.8 93.2
DFD [15] 54.7 94.9 100.0 100.0 92.7 91.2 88.9

SLBFLE 84.7 96.6 100.0 99.3 95.6 86.1 93.7
C-SLBFLE 85.4 98.5 100.0 100.0 96.4 87.6 94.7

TABLE 10
Comparisons of the Recognition Performance of Different
Variations of Our Methods, Where the Mean AUC Is Used

for LFW (Unsupervised) and for PaSC, and the Mean Rank-1
Identification of All Four Subjects for FERET, Respectively

Dataset SLBFLE1 SLBFLE2 SLBFLE3 SLBFLE

LFW 89.8 89.9 89.8 90.9
PaSC 36.4 37.5 37.4 41.5
FERET 97.5 97.6 97.6 97.7

TABLE 11
Comparisons of Local and Global Learning of the SLBFLE
Method in the LFW Dataset with the Unsupervised Setting

Method Global SLBFLE Local SLBFLE

Accuracy 84.18 84.75

TABLE 12
Computational Complexity for Descriptor

Extraction for One Face Image

Method Feature Dimension Time(ms)

LBP 3,776 31.1
DFD 50,176 1452.5
SLBFLE 32,000 216.4
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3) Our C-SLBFLE is obtained by collective matrix fac-
torization and shared structured learning, which
shows that exploiting both the common and modal-
specific properties in feature learning provides more
information in the overall recognition performance
than learning only a single common or specific
projection.

4) Both the quantization loss and binary constraints
contributes to the final recognition performance as
shown in experiments on some of the datasets.

5) Performing local feature learning can improve the per-
formance of our SLBFLE method. This is because by
performing SLBFLE locally, a specific codebook and
projection matrices are obtained which focuses on the
properties of each local region. Hence, more local
information can be exploited in the learned feature
descriptor and the performance is further improved.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a simultaneous local binary
feature learning and encoding method for face recognition.
To make it suitable for heterogenous face matching, we have
also proposed a coupled-SLBFLE (C-SLBFLE) which per-
forms shared structured and latent feature learning to reduce
the heterogenous gap between face images of different
modalities for heterogeneous face matching. Experimental
results on six benchmark face databases clearly demonstrate
that ourmethod achieved better or very competitive recogni-
tion performance with the state-of-the-art face feature
descriptors. How to apply our proposed methods to other
computer vision applications such as object recognition and
visual tracking seems to be an interesting future work.
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